Ambient Textures
Ableton 9, Reason 10 and Logic Pro X Instruments
Load up our racks and instantly create ambient pads with our Ableton, Logic and Reason
melodic instrument. Packed with modern takes on classic FX, these racks allow you to
switch between 7 melodic one shots on the fly and instantly add mood and ambience to
your production. Details below.

Editing Tools
Sample Select

Switch between key mapped one shots on the fly, playable across the keyboard
In Reason & Logic: Sample switch via MIDI velocity 1 to 7

Filter

A 12-db low pass filter run to soften and clean your sound.

Intensity

Crank intensity and transform your sound. Add PRD circuit filter drive, stereo
width and pitch warble (Ableton only).

Pluck

Add some bite to your sound with some filter resonance and filter envelope. Use
with the Filter for maximum effect. (Reason & Logic only).

Slide

Add some portamento to your sound with our simple Slide control.

Sample Start

Capture perfection. Adjust the starting point of the sample. (Ableton only)

ADSR Controls

Take control of your transients with Attack, Decay, Sustain and Release.

Processing Tools
Deepen

Dial in and add an extra dimension to your low end

Excite

Add a touch of sparkle and detail to your sound with Excite

Clarity

Dial in some Clarity using this bespoke EQ and saturation rack, based on classic
tube EQs

HPF & LPF

Use these clean 2-pole filters to refine and clean your sound

Hall

Add ambience with our custom dark hall reverb

Glucose

Squash, squeeze and beef up your sound with Glucose

Please note: The above instruments require Ableton Live 9.7.7 / Reason 10.2 / Logic Pro X 10.4.4 or newer. These racks are compatible with
Ableton Live Standard and Suite. Ableton FX Patches can be found in the “ableton fx patches folder”. The above Instrument racks and
projects can be found in the melodic one shot folders.

